Resistance Fighters
Could evolutionary biology, math, big data and clinical pulmonology be the unlikely cocktail to eradicate drug resistance?
MORE »

Taking Cells Out to the Movies
Scientists have stored a movie in bacterial DNA, raising the possibility that one day living cells may be able to record the body's inner workings.
MORE »

Pain Points
Neurobiologist Clifford Woolf discusses the importance of pain and the surprising twists of his latest research.
MORE »

Featured Events
07.17.17 HSDM Founding Day Celebration and Community Open House. 190 Longwood Ave., Research Education Bldg., 3 - 5 p.m.

07.19.17 Summer Music Series: Kathleen Parks. Kresge Courtyard. 12:30 p.m.

Full Calendar
Awards and Recognitions
Dean's Blog
Harvard Medicine magazine
Paper Chase
Harvard Health Publications

McCarroll Named Flier Associate Professor
Title honors former dean, commends genetics researcher.
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